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Abstract
Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words missed by Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition (LVCSR) systems can be recovered with
the help of the topic and lexical context of the OOV words captured from a diachronic text corpus. In this paper we investigate, how the
choice of documents in the diachronic text corpora affects the retrieval of OOV Proper Names (PNs) relevant to an audio document. We
first present our French diachronic broadcast news datasets which highlight the motivation of our study on OOV PNs. Then the effect
of using diachronic text data from different sources and different time span is analysed. With OOV PN retrieval experiments on French
broadcast news videos, we conclude that diachronic corpus with text from different sources leads to better retrieval performance than
relying on text from single source or from a longer time span.
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1. Introduction
Diachronic news is characterised by different topics which
change with time, leading to a change in the linguistic
content and vocabulary. As a result, a typical problem
faced by Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognition
(LVCSR) systems processing such diachronic audio news is
Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) words. In previous works it has
been observed that majority of OOV words are PNs. PN
percentage in OOV words being reported as :56% in (Qin,
2013), 66% in (Parada et al., 2011), 57.6% in (Palmer and
Ostendorf, 2005), 70% in (Allauzen and Gauvain, 2005),
72% in (Béchet et al., 2000). On the other hand, Proper
Names (PNs) in audio news are of prime importance for
content based indexing and browsing applications. Our
work is closely related to recognition and recovery of OOV
PNs i.e., PNs which appear in diachronic audio but are not
present in the LVCSR vocabulary and cannot be recognised
by the LVCSR system.
To recognise OOV PNs in test audio documents, we rely on
new PNs extracted from collections of diachronic text news
from the internet (referred as diachronic corpus). Instead
of using all these new PNs to recognise/recover the target
OOV PNs1, it would be efficient to use only the relevant
new PNs. In (Sheikh et al., 2015a), we proposed methods
to reduce the long list of OOV PNs from the diachronic
corpus to a smaller list of OOV PNs which are relevant to
the test audio document. We refer to this task as retrieval of
OOV PNs relevant to an audio document. To achieve this,
we used the topic and lexical context of the audio document
and OOV PNs.
The topic and lexical context, which enable the retrieval of

1Ideally new PNs extracted from collections of diachronic text
news are OOV PNs with respect to the LVCSR vocabulary. How-
ever all new PNs are not present in the test set audio documents.
Hence we use the term target OOV PNs to refer to the OOV PNs
actually present in the test set audio documents. The general term
’OOV PNs’ is used to refer to new PNs.

relevant OOV PNs, are derived from (and are dependent
on) the diachronic corpus. In this paper we try to inves-
tigate some characteristics of the diachronic corpus which
can affect the performance of retrieval of OOV PNs. In our
previous works (Sheikh et al., 2015a; Sheikh et al., 2015b)
we have presented the problem of less frequent OOV PNs in
the diachronic corpus, discussed topic model variations and
proposed methods to handle the less frequent OOV PNs. In
contrast, our study in this paper is around selection of doc-
uments for the diachronic corpus, which is used to model
context. For instance we try to analyse the effect on the
retrieval performance when: (a) diachronic corpus is built
with text from different originating sources (b) diachronic
corpus from a single source is supplemented with text re-
sources only for the less frequent OOV PNs (c) diachronic
corpus timeline extends far beyond test dataset timeline.
Following our earlier works we will focus on retrieval of
OOV PNs in French broadcast news videos.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2.
we briefly discuss our approach to retrieve OOV PNs rel-
evant to an audio document using probabilistic topic mod-
els. In Section 3. we present French diachronic broadcast
news datasets used in our experiments and in Section 4. we
present the different configurations of diachronic corpora
used in our study. Section 5. presents the experiments and
results, followed by discussion in Section 6..

2. OOV PN Retrieval using Topic Models
As mentioned earlier, our task is to retrieve OOV PNs
relevant to an audio document. To achieve this, we rely
on new PNs extracted from collections of diachronic text
news from the internet which we refer as diachronic corpus.
Topic models are trained using a diachronic text corpus as
training corpus to learn relations between words, latent top-
ics and OOV PNs. During test, the audio news document
is transcribed by the LVCSR with the standard vocabulary.
In-Vocabulary IV words (including IV PNs) hypothesised
by the LVCSR are then input to the topic model to infer



Table 1: Broadcast news diachronic datasets

L’Express Le Figaro L’Express + L’Express Euronews Euronews
Le Figaro

(LX) (FIG) (LX+FIG) (LX-18m) (Dev) (Test)

Type of Documents Text Text Text Text Text Video

Time Period Jan - Jun Jan - Jun Jan - Jun Jul 2013 - Jan - Jun Jan - Jun
2014 2014 2014 Dec 2014 2014 2014

Number of Documents1 45K 59K 104K 142K 3.1K 3K
Vocabulary Size (unigrams)2 150K 140K 180K 270K 42K 45K
Corpus Size (approx. word count) 24M 18M 42M 70M 550K 700K

Number of PN unigrams2 57K 51K 80K 104K 12K 11K
Total PN count 1.45M 1.3M 2.7M 4.2M 54K 42K

Number of OOV unigrams3 12.4K 11.9K 24.4K 37.1K 4.9K 4.3K
Documents with OOV3 32.3K 36.4K 73K 109K 2.25K 2.2K
Total OOV count3 141K 142K 320K 509K 9.1K 8K

Number of OOV PN unigrams3 9.3K 8.8K 18.4K 28.2K 3.4K 3.1K
Documents with OOV PN3 26.5K 30K 61.3K 93.5K 1.9K 1.9K
Total OOV PN count3 107K 103K 243K 388K 6.9K 6.2K

1K denotes Thousand and M denotes Million, 2 unigrams occurring less than two times are ignored
3unigrams occurring in less than three documents ignored, documents with more than 20 and less than 500 terms
Note: (a) OOV and OOV PN statistics are post term-document filtering (b) 2 and 3 does not apply for Euronews

the topic distribution of the test audio document. With the
test document topic distribution we retrieve a list of most
relevant OOV PNs for the test document.
Following our approach in (Sheikh et al., 2015a; Sheikh et
al., 2015b), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al.,
2003) is used to model topics of the diachronic corpus. To
model topics in the diachronic corpus of text documents,
we choose a fixed vocabulary, the number of topics T and
symmetric Dirichlet priors. Topic model parameters θ and
φ are estimated using Gibbs sampling algorithm (Griffiths
and Steyvers, 2004). Topics learned by LDA are used to
retrieve OOV PNs relevant to the test document. Let us de-
note LVCSR hypothesis of test document by h and OOV
PNs in diachronic corpus by ṽx. In order to retrieve OOV
PNs, we calculate p(ṽx|h), for each ṽx and then treat it as
a score to rank OOV PNs relevant to h. With the words
observed in h, the latent topic mixture [p(t|h)]T can be
inferred by re-sampling from the word-topic distribution
φ learned during training (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004).
Given p(ṽx|t) = φvt, the likelihood of an OOV PN (ṽx)
can be calculated as: p(ṽx|h) =

∑T
t=1 p(ṽx|t) p(t|h).

3. Diachronic Broadcast News Datasets
Table 1 presents realistic broadcast news diachronic
datasets which will be used as the training and test sets
in our study. These datasets also highlight the moti-
vation for handling OOV PNs. The datasets are col-
lected from three sources: (a) French newspaper L’Express
(http://www.lexpress.fr/) (b) French newspaper Le Figaro
(http://www.lefigaro.fr/) (c) French website of the Eu-
ronews (http://fr.euronews.com/) television channel. The
L’Express and Le Figaro datasets contain text news whereas
the Euronews dataset contains text news as well news
videos and their text transcriptions. In our study the
L’Express and Le Figaro datasets will be used as diachronic

corpora to train topic models, in order to infer the OOV PNs
relevant to Euronews videos.
TreeTagger2 (Schmid, 1994) is used to automatically tag
PNs in the text. The words and PNs which occur in
the lexicon of our Automatic News Transcription System
(ANTS) (Illina et al., 2004) are tagged as IV and remaining
PNs are tagged as OOV. ANTS lexicon is based on news
articles until 2008 from French newspaper LeMonde and
contains about 123K unique words. As shown in Table 1,
72% (3.1K out of 4.3K) of OOV words in the Euronews
video dataset are PNs and about 63% (1.9K out of 3K) of
the videos contain OOV PNs. An important statistic tar-
get OOV PN coverage is not shown in Table 1. We use
the term target OOV PN coverage to refer to the percentage
of the target OOV PNs in Euronews videos which can be
recovered with a diachronic corpus. The target OOV PN
coverage for each of the diachronic text corpus is found to
be: for LX 42%, for FIG 40%, for LX+FIG combined 52%
and for LX-18m 54%.

4. Diachronic Corpus Configurations used
in our Study

The topic context, which enables the retrieval of relevant
OOV PNs, are dependent on the diachronic corpus used to
model topic context. We try to study the effect of selection
of documents for the training/diachronic corpus. In particu-
lar we study the following configurations of the diachronic
corpus.

(A) Documents containing OOV PNs3 and from the same
time period as the test set, e.g. L’Express documents

2http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/ schmid/tools/TreeTagger/
3From our experiments we observed that adding non OOV PN

documents to the diachronic corpus does not give significant im-
provement in the OOV PN retrieval performance.



containing OOV PNs and corresponding to 6 months
of the Euronews video test set.

(B) Documents coming from two different originating
sources, e.g. L’Express and Le Figaro.

(C) Documents coming from a time period much longer
than the test set (e.g. L’Express documents from 18
months for the Euronews video test set).

(D) Documents with OOV PNs collected from one source
and then for the less frequent OOV PNs new docu-
ments are additionally collected from another source.
As discussed in our previous works (Sheikh et al.,
2015a; Sheikh et al., 2015b), retrieval of less frequent
OOV PNs has a poor performance because there is not
enough data to learn their topic distribution. This prob-
lem motivates us to try this configuration.

5. Experiment Setup
5.1. Corpora Setup
In our experiments, we use the datasets presented in Sec-
tion 3.. The L’Express and Le Figaro datasets will be used
as diachronic corpus to train the topic models. Audio news
extracted from the Euronews video dataset is used as the
test set. The different configurations for diachronic corpus
discussed in Section 4. will be studied with the L’Express
and Le Figaro datasets. Throughout the experiments and
discussions, LX, FIG and LX+FIG denote diachronic cor-
pora with documents from L’Express, Le Figaro (both from
Jan 2014 - Jun 2014) and a combination of the two respec-
tively. These correspond to configurations A and B in Sec-
tion 4. LX-18m denotes diachronic corpus with documents
of L’Express from Jul 2013 - Dec 2014 and corresponds to
configuration C in Section 4. LX+rFIG denotes documents
of LX (L’Express, Jan 2014 - Jun 2014) supplemented with
those documents of FIG (Le Figaro, Jan 2014 - Jun 2014)
which contain OOV PNs which occur less than 10 times
in LX. This corresponds to configuration D in Section 4.
Target OOV PN coverage for LX+rFIG is 49%.

5.2. LVCSR processing
The ANTS (Illina et al., 2004) LVCSR system is used to
perform automatic segmentation and speech-to-text tran-
scription of the test audio news. The automatic transcrip-
tions of the test audio news obtained by ANTS have an av-
erage Word Error Rate (WER) of 40% as compared to the
reference transcriptions4 available from Euronews.

5.3. Topic Models
For training topic models, diachronic corpus words are lem-
matised and filtered by removing PNs and non PN words
occurring less than 3 times. Additionally a stoplist of com-
mon french words and non content words which do not
carry any topic-related information is used. Moreover, a
POS based filter is employed to choose words tagged as
PN, noun, adjective, verb and acronym. PNs not present in
the ANTS LVCSR lexicon are tagged as OOV PNs. LDA

4these are approximate transcriptions; on a set of 10 manually
transcribed audio files we obtained a WER of 33.8%

topic model is trained with this filtered vocabulary. We
trained 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 topics for each of the
corpora configurations and first evaluated the performance
on our Euronews (text) development set. Figure 1, shows
the effect of number of topics on the OOV PN retrieval
performance. The comparison in Figure 1 is in terms of
Recall@100 and Map@100 (Manning et al., 2008), which
represent the Recall and MAP values obtained by consid-
ering the top 100 retrieved OOV PNs. Higher number of
topics are more favourable for larger corpus and we can ob-
serve the same from Figure 1. LX-18m and LX+FIG con-
tinue to give better performance with increased number of
topics but for LX and FIG the recall does not improve be-
yond 300 topics. The MAP however still improves for LX
and Fig and we will discuss more about this difference in
Section 6.1. As each diachronic corpus configuration will
perform its best for a certain number of topics, choosing
a fixed number of topics for analysis of corpora of differ-
ent sizes may not be appropriate. However, since our study
is focused on effects of corpus selection on the (OOV PN)
retrieval performance, we will continue our analysis on the
test set with each diachronic corpus modelled with 300 top-
ics. While we will refer back to Figure 1 to support and
improve relevant observations whenever required.
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trieval on Euronews text (Dev set) with different number
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6. Discussion
Figure 2 helps us to analyse and compare the effects of di-
achronic corpus configurations A, B, C and D discussed in
Section 4. Figure 2 shows the Recall and Mean Average
Precision (MAP) (Manning et al., 2008) performance of
retrieval of OOV PNs. The performance on both reference
(left) and LVCSR (right) transcriptions of the Euronews test
set audio are shown. The X-axis represent the number of
OOV PNs selected from the diachronic corpus. Y-axis rep-
resent recall (top) and MAP (bottom) of the target OOV
PNs. For comparison, Figure 2 shows the retrieval results
obtained with 300 topics.

6.1. What do Recall and MAP indicate
It is necessary to understand the importance and differences
for the recall and MAP curves. After retrieval of the rele-
vant OOV PNs, the top-N relevant OOV PNs are to be used
for recovery/recognition of the target OOV PNs. To recover
the target OOV PNs one can use phone matching (Pan et al.,
2005), or additional speech recognition pass (Oger et al.,
2008); or spotting PNs in speech (Parada et al., 2010). In
each of these approaches, the retrieval ranks/scores may or
may not be used. This is where the recall and MAP curves
make a difference. The recall value at an operating point
(i.e. N in the top-N choice) will be same whether the ranks
of the retrieved OOV PNs are closer to 1 or to N. Whereas
the MAP value is a function of the retrieval ranks. It can be

seen that the MAP for LX is best but it does not have the
best recall rates. This is because with smaller number of
OOV PNs to choose from it makes smaller retrieval errors
but at the same time gives smaller coverage of the target
OOV PNs. We can also observe that the recall values for
the reference and LVCSR transcriptions appear close but
the MAP values capture the differences in ranks. Similarly,
in Figure 1 the recall values for LX and Fig do not improve
beyond 300 topics but the MAP values increase due to the
improvement in ranks of the target OOV PNs within the top
100 retrieved OOV PNs.

6.2. Effects of different Diachronic Corpora
By analysing the recall and MAP curves of Figure 2 we can
draw the following conclusions.

• Expanding time period of diachronic corpus (as in LX-
18m) gives better target OOV PN coverage, but not
the best recall rates. Additionally it gives a low MAP.
Such corpora can be possibly exploited by training
more number of topics or by better retrieval meth-
ods (Sheikh et al., 2015c; Sheikh et al., 2016).

• Adding documents for less frequent OOV PNs is not
effective (performance of LX+rFIG is similar to that
of LX+FIG). We found that adding documents for less
frequent OOV PNs in LX+rFIG leads to inclusion of
more than 60% of FIG documents. The additional



data not only increases data for learning topic repre-
sentation of less frequent OOV PNs but also comes
with additional less frequent OOV PNs and more in-
stances for frequent OOV PNs. Further analysis of the
ranks of the less frequent OOV PNs obtained with LX,
LX+FIG and LX+rFIG showed that the ranks with
LX+rFIG are better with respect to LX but similar to
that with LX+FIG.

• Using documents of same time period and from multi-
ple sources (LX+FIG) gives a good balance of recall,
MAP and target OOV PN coverage.

7. Conclusion
Diachronic text corpora are essential for recovery of OOV
words and proper names missed by LVCSR systems. We
performed a study to analyse the selection of text docu-
ments in the diachronic corpus used for retrieval of OOV
proper names. French broadcast news videos from a partic-
ular time period were used as the test set and text articles
from different French news websites formed the diachronic
text corpora. With OOV proper name retrieval based on
topic context, we can conclude that (a) text from a longer
time span can give increased coverage of OOV proper
names (b) but corpus with text from different sources leads
to better retrieval performance than relying on text from
single source, even if it corresponds to longer time span (c)
and less frequent OOV proper names need improvement in
retrieval methods (Sheikh et al., 2016) and not just addi-
tional training data.
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